Monthly IBI-EDBB Mini-symposia

Dal Peraro Matteo, Correia Bruno, Various lecturers

Cursus
Biotechnologie et génie biologique

Sem. Type

Language Credits Session Exam
English 1 Oral presentation

Workload Hours Lecture Number of positions
30h 20

Frequency
Every year

Remarque
Every year from October until July

Summary
To expose EDBB students to research in Bioengineering through attendance of lecture series given by EDBB students and external speakers. The objectives are to broaden the knowledge of students in the field of Bioengineering and expose them to the diversity of studies in the IBI community.

Content
This cross-disciplinary, seminar-based course will increase EDBB students’ exposure to a broad range of fields of research and reinforce interactions within the Institute of Bioengineering (IBI) at the intersection between the School of Life Sciences and the School of Engineering. The course comprises a series of seminars along the academic year in various fields of Bioengineering given either by EDBB students in the final years of their PhD and external speakers. Seminars will include an introduction of the research field in order to be understandable despite the diversity of covered topics, and will aim to foster general discussions. This course will therefore serve as an extended journal-club involving the large community of EDBB students.

Note
• Monthly (first Friday of the month – with the occasional exception…), but skipping August-September.
• Where and when? EPFL seminar room SV1717 / 17h00 (sharp)
• Back-to-back presentations by two doctoral students enrolled in the EDBB Program (usually in their 2nd or 3rd year) presenting their research.

To obtain 1 credit for this class, you must:
a) have attended at least 9 of the 11 yearly sessions
b) participate by presenting your research in 2nd or 3rd year

Administrative steps:
- download the ‘BIOENG-600’ course attendance sheet from the MiniSymp website (see below) and get signed at each session
- enroll through IS-Academia
- once the requirements are completed (a+b), kindly hand your attendance sheet to the EDBB administration office for the processing of your credit.

Resources
Websites

- http://bioengineering.epfl.ch/PhD_MiniSymp